
①Spread the Inner Tent on a flat area. 
②Assemble the Main Poles and Sub-Poles. Make sure to insert each pole firmly and       

avoid leaving a gap at the connection points. 
③Insert the Sub-Poles into the sleeves and insert both ends into the grommets. 
④Insert the Main Poles into the room from the doorway and set it down. Align both          

ends against the corner reinforcement. 
⑤⑥Peg down from ⑤ to ⑥. The pole will rise when tension is applied by pulling ⑤ and ⑥ 

together. 
⑦⑧⑨⑩Peg down in the following order ⑦,⑧,⑨,⑩ to complete the setup of the inner tent. 

⑪Wrap the Velcro on the Fly around the top of the Sub-Pole sleeve and secure it.
⑫Attach the Velcro on the Fly to the upper part of the Main Pole. 
⑬⑭Connect the plastic joint. 
⑮⑯⑰Hook the loops at the 3 corners onto the pegs that secure the Inner Tent.
⑱Peg down the corner of the front room. 
⑲⑳Peg down the 2 sections of Rope with Tensioner to complete the setup.  
㉑You can substitute your Trekking Pole for the Main Pole. Please use it when you want    
    to reduce the weight of your pack. *The Trekking Poles that can be used are limited   
    to those with a small basket and an adjustable length of 110 cm (3.2’).
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Before use: please read thoroughly to ensure safety and to avoid accidents. 

WARNING Misuse could result in serious injury to the user.

DANGER Misuse could easily result in a serious accident or death.

●Pay close attention to the weather. If extreme weather is in the forecast, pack up camp and evacuate to a safe place.
●Do not bring heated items into the tent when they are at high temperatures. Inside the tent, very high temperatures may cause heatstroke. Pay close attention 

to the temperature, particularly when children are asleep inside the tent.
●Choose a flat, well-drained area with firm ground to pitch the tent. Choose an area where there is no chance of avalanches, landslides, wind gusts or sudden 

flooding.
 

●Do not use combustion-based heat sources such as lanterns, stoves or heaters, or open flames such as matches, candles, lighters or cigarettes, inside the 
tent. The use of such heat or light sources inside a small enclosed space is very dangerous and may result in fire, oxygen deficiency, or carbon monoxide 
poisoning. 
●Do not keep fuel, or flammable items for replenishing the fuel, inside the tent.

CAUTION Misuse could result in injury to the user and/or damage to property.
●Sunlight can cause the surface of the Fly to heat up, potentially causing low-temperature burns.
●Do not assemble or use the tent close to a bonfire, fireworks, etc. Flying sparks can create holes in the tent fabric.
●Firmly hold the tent pole when assembling and disassembling the tent. Unexpected accidents may occur due to the Pole ends recoiling, etc, so ensure that the surroundings 

are safe, with no other people in the vicinity.
●Firmly secure the Pegs, Guy Lines, etc.
●If the tent is left in the sun for long periods, the materials may fade in color or the fabric may deteriorate and lose strength. Do not leave the tent set up permanently.

Instruction Manual Ver 2.02

Thank you very much for purchasing a Snow Peak product. This product is a tent for camping. To use this product safely and correctly,　please read these 
instructions carefully. After reading these instructions, keep this manual in a safe　place for future reference. If you find anything in the instruction manual 
that is difficult to understand, or if you find a defect with the product, stop using it immediately and contact the dealers where you purchased the product or 
Snow Peak Customer Service.
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●Material: Fly / 75D Fire-resistant Polyester Taffeta, PU coating Waterproof rating 1,800mm minimum, Water repellent finish, UV protection treatment; Inner 
wall / 68D Fire-resistant Polyester Taffeta; Bottom / 75D Fire-resistant Polyester Oxford, PU coating Waterproof rating 1,800 mm minimum; Pole/Duralu-
min A7001(9.5mm(0.37”)) 

●Set contents: Tent; U-shaped Pole(x1); Main Pole(x2); Sub- Pole(x1); Duralumin Peg(x9); Rope with tensioner(2m(6.5')x2); Repair Pipe; Carry Bag; Pole 
Case; Peg Case

●Carry Bag size: 13x13x37(h)cm (5.1"x5.1"x14.5")
●Weight: 1.4 kg (3 lbs)

KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS TENT FABRIC
This tent is made with flame resistant fabric which meets CPAI-84 specifications. It is not fire proof. The fabric 
will burn if left in continuous contact with any flame source.
The application of any foreign substances to the tent fabric may render the flame resistant properties ineffective.

WARNING

Specification
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If you have any questions or concerns,
please contact your retailer or Snow
Peak customer service. 

+1 503-697-3330 
Snow Peak Customer Service
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